
FOAM
GUN

INSTRUCTION FOR USE:
1. Shake the foam can vigorously.
2. Screw the can on the adapter of gun.
3. Open the gun with the button on the back side: the trigger is deblocked
4. The gun is now ready to be used. The foam output can be controlled 
    with the trigger of the gun.
 
REPLACING THE FOAM CAN:
1. Check if the can is empty.
2. Take a new can of foam and shake it vigorously.
3. Unscrew the empty can and replace it immediately by a new one, 
    to prevent the hardening of the foam in the adapter of the gun.
4. If the gun is not used for a period shorter than 48 hours, leave a can  
    containing at least 1/3 of foam inside on the screw adapter; close the  
    button on the back side of the gun and make sure that the can is     
    stored in vertical position.
5. Do not leave the gun on empty can! If the can is empty, remove it  and  
    clean the gun in order to prevent foam from curing inside the gun.
 
CLEANING THE GUN:
1. Unscrew the can holding the gun upside down
2. Remove remaining foam from the nozzle and the basket by means of cleaner (never use water!)
3. Screw a cleaner can on the adapter.
4. Activate the trigger in order to fill the gun with cleaner and spray until all foam has come out of the barrel.
5. Leave the cleaner in the gun for 5 minutes
6. Spray again by activating the trigger until the foam is released.
7. Remove the cleaner can.
8. Activate the trigger until the gun is completely empty. Then close the button on the back side of the gun.

Premier’s Foam Applicator Gun allows gun grade expanding foam 
to be applied cleanly and precisely. The foam gun has an adjustable 
control nozzle to control the flow of foam. The gun is made with 
heavy duty aluminium with a stainless steel nozzle and Teflon 
coating for easy cleaning.
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COMPATIBLE 
WITH:
XtraFoam™
Minimal Expanding 
Foam Sealant
XtraFoam™MB
Multi-Bond Adhesive
XtraFoam™CC
Climate Control Winter Grade
XtraFoam™CLEANER
Foam & Adhesive 
Cleaning Solvent




